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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a finite group with (B, N) pair. Iwahori [6, 7] has shown that the 
double coset algebra defined by the subgroup B of G has a set Sl , ... , Sn of 
distinguished generators and an irreducible character sgn of degree one such 
that sgn(Si) = -1 for i = 1, ... , n. The double centralizer theory sets up a 
one to one correspondence between irreducible characters of the double coset 
algebra and irreducible characters of G which appear in the permutation 
character afforded by G/B. In particular, sgn corresponds to the Steinberg 
character of G. 
It seems [11, Theorem 1] that the existence of the sgn character is a general 
fact of combinatorics. One can associate with a finite incidence structure E 
an associative algebra C [11] which has a set Y1 , ... , Yn of distinguished 
generators. Under mild hypotheses, C has a character of degree one, called 
sgn, such that sgn(Yi) = -1 for i = 1, ... , n. In case E is the Tits 
geometry [13] or building defined by a finite group G with (B, N) pair, 
Iwahori's work shows that C is isomorphic to the double coset algebra [4, 12] 
defined by the subgroup B of G. Under this isomorphism Yi corresponds to 
Si' 
In this paper we study the same circle of ideas in case E is affine geometry 
of dimension n over a finite field K = Fq • We shall see that C is isomorphic 
to the double coset algebra defined by a certain subgroup B of the affine 
group G. The double centralizer theory lets correspond to sgn an irreducible 
character X of G which has degree (qn - 1) ... (q2 - 1)(q - 1) and which 
* This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under 
Grant GP-18640. Some of the results were announced in [l1J. 
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may be viewed as an analogue of the Steinberg character. Part I, titled Bruhat 
decomposition, studies an analog of the Bruhat decomposition for the affine 
group. Part II, titled Steinberg character, contains the combinatorial con-
struction of the sgn character and studies the character x. 
The affine group G is a split extension of its normal subgroup T of trans-
lations, by a general linear group Go. Let B be a Borel subgroup of Go . 
We construct a decomposition of G into double cosets of the subgroup B. 
The Weyl group of (B, N) theory is replaced by a group Q = SW, where S 
is an elementary abelian 2-group and W is the Weyl group of Go. The 
formulas 
riBw ~ BriwB 
riBw ~ BwB U BriwB 
if l(riw) > l(w) 
if l(riw) < l(w) 
of (B, N) theory are replaced by similar but more complicated formulas 
(Propositions 3.6 and 3.7). Although G = BQB (Proposition 3.8), distinct 
elements of Q need not define distinct double cosets. Nevertheless, there is a 
distinguished subset A of Q, which serves (Theorem 3.13) to represent the 
double cosets. The number of double cosets (Theorem 3.15) is the number of 
ways to place rooks, in number at most n, on an n by n chessboard, in such a 
way that no two rooks attack one another. In case n = 1,2,3 the numbers 
are 2, 7, 34. This curious interpretation [9, p. 171] comes after the fact and 
does not appear in the construction. In all of this there is no need to assume 
that the ground field K is finite. 
Now assume K finite. Then G is a finite group. Let A = Q[G] be the group 
algebra and let e E A be the idempotent defined by the subgroup B. The 
group Q is a Coxeter group of type Bn and has a distinguished set r1 , ••• , r n of 
involutory generators. To ri corresponds an element f3i of the double coset 
algebra eAe. It is an easy matter, which we postpone to Part II, to show that 
there exists an isomorphism of C onto eAe which maps Yi to f3i . We prove 
(Theorem 4.5) that f31 , ... , f3n generate eAe and construct (Theorem 6.6) a 
presentation for eAe in terms of these generators. The proof of Theorem 6.6 
is similar to Iwahori's proof of the corresponding assertion for Chevalley 
groups [6]. But the situation here is more complicated and the arguments 
depend on some lemmas concerning the imbedding of a Coxeter group of 
type A n- 1 in a Coxeter group of type Bn . The relations (6.1), (6.3), and (6.4) 
have no counterpart in (B, N) theory, but they admit an elementary geometric 
interpretation. 
From the presentation for eAe one can see directly that eAe has three 
characters of degree one. Under the double centralizer theory these correspond 
to the principal character of G, to the Steinberg character of Go viewed as 
character of G, and to the character of degree (qn - 1) ... (q2 - 1)(q - 1). 
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2. COMMUTATOR FORMULAS IN THE AFFINE GROUP 
Let V be a vector space of dimension n + 1 over a field K, with basis 
Vo , VI"'" Vn • Let Vo be the subspace spanned by VI"'" Vn • The n-
dimensional affine group G consists of all g E GL(V) such that g Vo = Vo and 
gvo = Vo mod Vo' Let Go be the subgroup of G which fixes VO' Then 
Go'""" GL(Vo) and G is a semidirect product TGo where the normal sub-
group T of translations consists of all g E G which fix Vo . 
In this section we define certain subgroups of G and state certain com-
mutator formulas which involve their generators. The subgroups include 
the root subgroups Xu, the torus H, and the Weyl group Wof Go. How-
ever, there is a new object, a finite group Q which plays a role in the structure 
theory of G analogous to that which the Weyl group does for Go. 
Let K* denote the multiplicative group of K. Let I denote the set of 
integers {I, ... , n}. If a E K* and i E I, define hi(a) E Go by 
hi(a) Vi = aVi hi(a) Vj = Vj if j Y= i. 
Then a ->- hi(a) is an isomorphism of K* into G. Let Hi = {hi (a) [ a E K*} 
and let H = HI ... Hn . If bE K and i E I define ti(b) E T by 
if j Y= O. 
Then b ->- ti(b) is an isomorphism of the additive group of K into G. Let 
Ti = {ti(b) [bEK}. Then T = TI .. , Tn. If aEK*, bEK, and iEI then 
hi(a) ti(b) = ti(ab) hi(a). (2.1) 
Thus Hi normalizes Ti , and TiHi is isomorphic to the one dimensional 
affine group. Let 
Si = ti(l) hi(-I) = hi(-I) ti(-I). (2.2) 
Since the one-dimensional affine group is doubly transitive on the points of 
the affine line and Hi is the stabilizer of a point, we know that there are two 
(Hi, Hi) double cosets in TiHi' Thus 
(2.3) 
One can also prove (2.3) directly with the formula 
aEK*. (2.4) 
The field K = F2 of two elements plays a special role since Hi = 1 in that 
case. If K Y= F2 then Si does not normalize Hi and (2.3) shows that SiHiSi 
meets HisiHi . In fact if a E K* and a Y= 1 then 
(2.5) 
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If a E K*, b E K, and i, j E I are distinct then 
(2.6) 
so that TiHi centralizes TjHj for i =F j. Since T is the direct product of the Ti 
and H is the direct product of the Hi , TH is the direct product of the TiHi. 
Let S = <SI , ••• , sn). Since 
S is an elementary abelian 2-group of order 2n. 
Let W be the symmetric group on the set 1. Let W E Wact on V by fixing Vo 
and mapping Vi into V w;. We identify W with the corresponding subgroup 
of Go , which is the Wey1 group of Go . If W E Wand i E I then 
for all a E K*. Thus W normalizes H. Furthermore, 
wt;(b) w-1 = tw;(b) 
for all b E K. It follows now from (2.2) that 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
Thus W normalizes S. If WE S n W then, since S is abelian, Si = WSiW-1 = Swi 
for all i E I so W = 1. Thus the group Q generated by Wand S is a semidirect 
product Q = SW. 
Let eij E End V be matrix units relative to the basis VO , VI' ••• ' Vn • Thus 
eijVk = 8jkVi for all i, j, k E {a, 1, ... , n}. If i,j EI and WE W then 
If i, j E I are distinct and C E K define Xij(C) E Go by 
X;j(c) = 1 + ceij. 
(2.10) 
Then C __ Xij(C) is an isomorphism of the additive group of K into G. If 
WE W then (2.10) implies 
(2.11) 
for all C E K. Since tk(b) = 1 + bekO , the multiplication formulas eijek! = 8jke;! 
for the matrix units imply 
if k =F j, (2.12) 
(2.13) 
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for all b, e E K. Similarly, since hk(a) = 1 + (a - 1) ekk we have 
Xij(e) hla) = hla) Xi;{ a-Ie), 
Xi,.(e) h,.(a) = h,.(a) xi,.{ae), 
if k =1= i, j, 
for all a E K*, e E K, and since Sk = 1 + ekO - 2ekk , we have 
if k =1= i, j, 
Xii(e) Si = SiX;;( -c), 
xij(e) Sj = ti(e) SjXij(-e), 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
for all e E K. Let Xii = {xii(e) ICE K}. Let U be the group generated by the 
Xii with i < j and let U- be the group generated by the Xij with i > j. 
Then H normalizes both U and U- and the group B generated by U and H 
is a semidirect product UH. 
We recall some known facts [2, p. 24] about the Bruhat decomposition of 
Go· 
Go = BWE. 
If w, W' E Wand BwB = Bw'B, then w = w'. 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
Let ri E TV be the transposition of i-I and il so that W = <r2 , ... , r n). 
If w E W let l( w) denote the length of w as a word in the generators r i . Then 
[2, p. 36], 
l(riw) > lew) if and only if w-l(i - 1) < w-1i (2.22) 
The multiplication of (B, B) double cosets is described by the formulas 
In particular, 
Br;BwB = BriwB 
BriBwB = BriwB u BwB 
if l(riw) > lew), 
if l(riw) < lew). 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
The group W contains a unique element Wo of maximal length called the 
opposition element, which is involutory and has the property 
if i < j then woi > woj. (2.26) 
Thus 
(2.27) 
1 This departs from the usual notation in which Ti is the transposition of i and 
i + 1, but it is convenient here. 
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3. BRUHAT DECOMPOSITION 
Our aim in this section is to prove certain formulas for the multiplication 
of (B, B) double cosets in G analogous to (2.23) and (2.24). We use these 
formulas to construct a decomposition of G into (B, B) double cosets which 
is analogous to the Bruhat decomposition of Go . The formulas 
TiSj = SjTi if j =1= i-I, i 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
are particular cases of (2.9). It is convenient to define Tl by Tl = Sl' Let 
R = {T1 , ... , Tn}. 
LEMMA 3.1. The gTouP Q is generated by Tl , ... , Tn and has a pTesentation 
i = 1, ... , n, 
(rlr2)4 = (T2r3)3 = ... = (rn_1Tn)3 = 1, 
TiTi = riri if I i - j I ;;?: 2. 
Thus (Q, R) is a CoxeteT system of type Bn . 
Proof. If i E {2, ... , n} then riri_l '" T2 maps 1 into i so (2.9) implies 
(3.3) 
Since T2 , ... , rn generate W it follows that R generates Q. We prove 
that the ri satisfy the relations of the lemma. Certainly r12 = 1 and 
(rlr2)2 = r1 . T2TIT2 = SlS2 so (rlr2)4 = 1. If i ;;?: 3 then (2.9) shows that ri 
commutes with Sl = r1 • The remaining relations are the known formulas 
for the transpositions in the symmetric group. Let n be a group with gener-
ating set R = {Tl , ... , Tn} and defining relations given by the relations of the 
lemma with Ti replaced by T; . Then (n, R) is a Coxeter system of type Bn 
[2, p. 193] and thus [ n [ = 2nn! [2, p. 204]. Since [ Q [ = [ S [ [ W [ = 2nn! , 
the natural homomorphism from n to Q is an isomorphism, which proves 
the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. G = <B, Q). 
Proof. If a E K* then (2.4) shows ti(a) E <B, Q) and thus T C <B, Q). 
Now (2.20) shows Go = BWB C <B, Q). Since G = TGo the lemma is 
proved. 
If wE Q define a subset M(w) of I as follows. Write w = Si ... Si w where 
1 v 
il , ... , ip E I are distinct and W E W. Let M( w) = {il , ... , ip}. If i E M( w) we say 
that w involves Si . 
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LEMMA 3.3. Let w = sw where S E S, WE W, and let i,i E {2, ... , n}. 
Suppose that i, j E M( w), that i < j, and that w-li < w-Ij. Then BwB = BsiwB. 
Proof. Since TiHi centralizes TjHj we have 
and now (2.19) implies 
Since i,j are in M(w), (2.17) shows that Xij(1) commutes with SSiSj so that 
= SSiSjXij(1) sjxij(l) hie -1) 
= xij(l) sSixij(l) hie -1). 
Since w-li < w-Ij, (2.11) shows w-Ixij(1)w E B. Since W normalizes H 
we conclude that 
is in BsiswB, which proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let i E {2, ... , n} and let a E K*. Then 
Proof. Use (2.6), (2.7), (2.19), (2.2) and (2.15) to conclude 
rA(a) risi_lsiXi_l.i(1) hi-l( -a-I) Si 
= rihi(a) TiSi-ISiXi_l,i(l) sA-I( -a-I) 
= hi_lea) Si-ISiXi-l.i(l) Sihi_l( -a-I) 
= hi_lea) Si_Iti_I(1) Xi-l. i( -1) hi-l( -a-I) 
= hi-l( -a) Xi-l.i( -1) hi_l(-a-l ) 
= Xi-l.i(a). 
Now the assertion of the lemma follows by multiplying both sides of the 
preceding formula on the left by Ti and on the right by Si . 
If i E {2, ... , n} let Vi be the subspace of V spanned by Vi-l and Vi . Let Gi 
be the subgroup of GL(V) which stabilizes Vi and fixes Vj for j =f=. i - 1, i. 
Thus Gi ~ GL(2, K). Let Ui = X i- l .i and let Bi = UiHi_IHi . 
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LEMMA 3.5. (i) sIB C BslHl , 
(ii) riB C BriUi if i E {2, ... , n}. 
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Proof. Since HI normalizes Tl and Hi centralizes Tl for i =F 1, H 
normalizes Tl . Now (2.12) shows U centralizes Tl so that B = UH normal-
izes Tl , and this implies sIB = ttC1)B C TlB = BTl C B U BslHl . Since 
Sl $ B we get (i). Now suppose i E {2, ... , n}. It is shown in [2, p. 24] that 
riB C BGi . But the Bruhat decomposition of Gi is Gi = Bi U BiriBi = 
B u BriUi so that riB C B u BriUi . Since ri $ B we get (ii). 
If w E Q let l( w) denote the length of w as a word in the generators r 1 , .•. , r n • 
If w E W this agrees with our earlier definition of lew) as the length of was a 
word in r2 , ••• , r n because W is a parabolic subgroup of Q [2, p.20, Corollary4]. 
If wE Q write w = sw where s E S, WE W, and let w* = w. Then w ---+ w* 
is a homomorphism from Q onto W. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let w E Q and let i E 1. Assume l(riw*) > l(w*). 
(i) If w does not involve Si then BriBwB = BriwB. 
(ii) If w involves Si then BriBwB = BriwB U BSiriwB unless K = F2 
and i = 1 in which case BriBwB = BriwB. 
Proof. Write w = sw where s E Sand w E W. We separate the cases i = 1 
and i ~ 2. 
Case i = 1. There is no need here to make the assumption l(riw*) > l(w*) 
since it is automatically satisfied. In fact the exchange condition [2, p. 15] 
shows at once that l(rlw) > lew) for all WE W. If K = F2 then H = 1 so 
B = U centralizes Tl , hence centralizes Sl and we are done. Now let K be 
arbitrary. If w does not involve Sl then s lies in the product of the TjHj for 
j =F 1 and hence centralizes HI' Thus, since w normalizes H we have 
H1w = H1sw = sHlw C swH = wHo Now Lemma 3.5(i) shows 
which proves (i) of the present lemma. If w involves Sl , then SIS centralizes HI 
and Lemma 3.5(i) together with (2.3) shows 
BsIBwB C B(SIHIsI) slwB C (B u BslHl ) slwB 
C BsIwB u BsHlwB C BsIwB u BwB. 
Since r I = SI we have 
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To complete the proof of (ii) we must show that this inclusion is in fact 
equality when K -=1= F 2 • It suffices to show that Bs1BwB meets both Bs1wB 
and BwB = Bs1r1wE. Since 1 E B it is clear that Bs1BwB meets Bs1wE. Since 
K -=1= F2 , (2.5) shows that there exist a, b, C E K* with ~(a) s1~(b) =s1h1(C) S1 . 
Thus 
S1h1(C)W = h1(a) slh1(b) SlSW 
= hl(a) sh1(b)w 
= hl(a)w . w-1h1(b)w 
so that slHw meets HwH and a fortiori Bs1BwB meets BwE. 
Case i ;;:, 2. Since l(riw) > lew), (2.11) and (2.22) show W-1ViW c: V and 
hence Biw c: wE. If w does not involve Si then (2.17) and (2.18) show that S 
normalizes Vi . Thus using Lemma 3.5(ii) we get 
which proves (i). Now suppose w involves Si. We prove (ii) first under the 
additional hypothesis that w does not involve Si-l . Then SiS involves neither Si 
nor Si-l and thus SiS centralizes Vi by (2.17). It also centralizes Hi-1Hi since 
it lies in the product of the TiHi for j -=1= i-I, i, so it centralizes Bi . Now 
Lemma 3.4 shows 
Thus using Lemma 3.5(ii) we get 
Then (3.1) implies 
= BriVisi . SiW 
c: Brisi . SiW V Brisi_1siBiSiw 
= Briw V Brisi_lsBiW 
c: BriwB V Brisi_lswE. 
The same argument shows 
for any a E K*. Thus BriBwB meets BsiriwB and since BriBwB clearly 
meets BriwB, the inclusion we have just shown is in fact equality. This 
proves (ii) assuming that w does not involve Si-l . 
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Suppose w involves Si-1 . Let ~ = Si_1W. Then ~ does not involve Si-1 and 
since ~* = w* we have l(ri~*) > l(~*). Thus, by what has just been shown 
BriBCB = BriCB u BsiriCB 
= BsiriwB U BriwB 
where the second equality follows from (3.1). Since l(riw) > lew), (2.22) shows 
w-1(i - 1) < w-1i. Since w involves both Si-1 and Si, M(w) contains 
both i-I and i, so we may apply Lemma 3.3 to conclude that 
BwB = BSi_1wB = BCB, so BriBwB = BriBCB, and this completes the 
proof of Proposition 3.6. 
Now we can easily derive a counterpart to Proposition 3.6 in case 
l(riw*) < l(w*). 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let w E Q and let i E 1. Assume l(riw*) < l(w*). 
(i) If w does not involve Si-1 , then 
BriBwB C BriwB U BwB. 
(ii) If w involves Si-1 , then 
BriBwB C BriwB U BwB U BsiwB. 
Proof. In view of the remark in the first lines of the proof of Proposition 3.6 
we must have i ;?o 2. Write w = sw where S E Sand WE W. Let C = riw = 
risri . riw where risri E Sand riw E W. Since ~* = riw* we have l(ri~*) > I(C*). 
Suppose w does not involve Si_1 . Then (3.1) shows that w does not involve Si , 
so applying Proposition 3.6(i) and (2.25) we get 
BriBwB = BriBriCB C BCB u BriBCB 
= BriwB U BriCB = Br;wB U BwB. 
This proves (i) and (ii) is proved in the same way using Proposition 3.6(ii). 
PROPOSITION 3.8. G = BQB. 
Proof. Propositions 3.6 and 3.7 show that BQB is stable under left 
multiplication by r1 , ••• , rn and hence, in view of Lemma 3.1, by Q. Thus 
BQB J <B, Q) and now Lemma 3.2 shows BQB = G. 
Define a subset A of Q as follows. Let A consist of all those w E Q such 
that (w*)-1i > (w*)-1j whenever i,jEM(w) and i <j. If w* is the oppo-
sition element, then (2.26) shows wE A. We shall prove in Theorem 3.13 
that A is a set of representatives for the (B, B) double cosets. If w E Q let 
mew) denote the cardinality of M(w). 
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LEMMA 3.8. Let w E Q. Choose ~ E Q such that (i) ~* = w*, (ii) B~B = BwB, 
and (iii) m(~) is minimal among all ~ with properties (i) and (ii). Then ~ EA. 
Thus every (B, B) double coset meets A. 
Proof. Suppose ~ $ A. Then there exist i,j E M(~) such that i < j and 
(~*)-l i < (~*)-l j. Let 7] = Si~' Then 7]* = ~* = w* and Lemma 3.3 shows 
B7]B = B~B = BwB. Since M(7]) = M(~) -- {i} we contradict the minima1ity 
ofmm· 
Let s E S. Since sETH there exist uniquely determined elements t(s) E T, 
h(s) E H such that s = t(s) h(s). 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let s, s' E Sand w, w' E W. Then BswB = Bs'w'B if 
and only if w = w' and t(s), t(s') are conjugate by an element of wBw-1 n E. 
Proof. Suppose BswB = Bs'w'E. Then Bt(s) wB = Bt(s') w'B so there 
exist a, bE B with t(s') w' = at(s) wb. Then at(s)-l a-1t(s') = awb(w')-l is in 
Tn Go = 1. Thus w' = awb E BwB and (2.21) implies w = w'. Since 
awbw-l = 1 we have a E wBw-1 n B and since t(s') = at(s) a-I the assertion 
is proved in one direction. Conversely, if t(s') = at(s) a-I where 
a E wBw-1 n B then a-1w E wB so Bt(s') wB = Bat(s) a-1wB = Bt(s) wE. 
LEMMA 3.10. Let w be the opposition element of W. If s, S' E Sand 
BswB = Bs'wB then s = s'. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.9, t(s) and t(s') are conjugate by an element of 
wBw-1 n B = H. Say t(s') = ht(s) h-l where h E H. Write h = hl(al) ... hn(an) 
where ai E K*. Since Si = ti( -1) hi( -1) and TiHi centralizes TjHj for i =1= j 
we have 
t(s') = I1 t i ( -1), t(s) = I1 ti(-l). 
ieM(s') iEM(s) 
Now (2.1) implies 
ieM(s') iEM(s) 
Since the ai are not zero and T is the direct product of the Ti we conclude 
M(s) = M(s') and hence s = s'. 
LEMMA 3.11. Let wE A. If i E {2, ... , n} and l(riw*) > l(w*) then riw EA. 
Proof. Let j, k E M(riw) with j < k. Write w = sw where s E Sand 
WE W. We must prove (riw)-l j > (riw)-l k. From (2.22) we have 
w-l(i - 1) < w-1i. Since w E A it follows that M( w) cannot contain both 
i - 1 and i. We separate three cases 
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Case (i): i-I ¢: M(w) and i ¢: M(w). Then s commutes with ri so that 
riw = risri . riw = s . riw and thus M(riw) = M(w). Now j, k are in M(riw) 
and hence distinct from i-I, i which are not, so ri fixes j and k. Finally, 
since wE A andj, k E M(w) we get (riw)-l j = w-1j > w-1k = (riw)-l k. 
Case (ii): i-1¢:M(w) and iEM(w). Since riw =risri·riw, (3.1) 
shows M(riw) U {i} = M(w) U {i - I} where the unions are disjoint. Thus 
both j, k are different from i. If j, k are both different from i-I then 
i, k E M(w) so w-1j> w-1k and since ri fixes both j and k we get 
(riw)-l j > (riw)-l k. If j = i-I < k then i < k and i, k E M(w) so 
w-1i> w-1k and thus (riw)-l j = w-1i > w-1k = (riw)-l k.lfj < i-I = k 
thenj < i and i,j E M(w) so w-1j > w-1i and thus (riw)-l j = w-lj > w-1i = 
(riw)-l k. 
Case (iii): i-I E M(w) and i ¢: M(w). The argument here is like that in 
Case (ii). 
LEMMA 3.12. If w E A, ~ E Q and BwB = B~B then M( w) C M(~). 
Proof. From Proposition 3.9 we know that there exists w E W with 
w* = w = ~*. Argue by descending induction on lew). If lew) is maximal, 
w is the opposition element and the assertion follows from Lemma 3.10. 
If w is not the opposition element, choose i E {2, ... , n} such that l(riw) > lew). 
Since BriBwB = BriB~B, Proposition 3.6 shows that one of the following 
equalities must be true: 
(i) BriwB = Bri~B, 
(ii) BriwB = Bri~B U BSiri~B ~ BriwB = Bri~B, 
(iii) BriwB U BsiriwB = Bri~B ~ BriwB = Bri~B, 
(iv) BriwB U BsiriwB = Bri~B U BSiri~B. 
If BriwB = Bri~B then Lemma 3.11 shows that we may apply the induction 
hypothesis to riw, so riM(w) = M(riw), M(ri~) = riM(~) and thus 
M(w) C Mm. If BriwB =1= Bri~B we are in case (iv) and have BriwB = 
BSiri~E. In view of Proposition 3.6 we may assume i E M(w). Here induction 
gives M(riw) C M(siri~) = M(risi_l~) so M(w) C M(Si_l~) C {i - I} u Mm. 
But wE A and l(riw*) > l(w*) so (2.22) implies i-I ¢: M(w) and thus 
M(w) C M(~). 
THEOREM 3.13. Every (B, B) double coset contains a unique element w EA. 
This element is characterized by the property M( w) C Mm for all ~ E Q with 
B~B = BwE. 
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Proof. Existence follows from Lemma 3.8 and uniqueness from 
Lemma 3.12. 
LEMMA 3.14. Let K be a subset of I with cardinality k. The number of w E W 
such that i,j E K, i < j, and w-1i > w-1j is (~)(n - k)! . 
Proof. Let L be any subset of I cardinality k. Since there is a unique 
bijection from K to L which reverses all inequalities between elements of K, 
the number of w E W satisfying the condition of the lemma and such that 
wK = L is the number of bijection from I - K to I - L, which is (n - k)! . 
Since there are m possibilities for L the lemma is proved. 
THEOREM 3.15. The number of (B, B) double cosets is 
n (n)2 L k! k . 
k=O 
Proof. Hold s E S fixed. The number of w E W such that sw E A is by 
definition equal to the number of w E W such that w-1i > w-1j whenever 
i,jEM(s) and i <j. By Lemma 3.14 this number is n!jm(s)!. Since there 
are (~) elements s E S with m(s) = k, the assertion is proved by summing 
over s E S and applying Theorem 3.13. 
4. GENERATORS FOR THE DOUBLE COSET ALGEBRA 
Let G be a finite group and let B be a subgroup of G. Let A = Q[G] be the 
group algebra over the rational field. The subgroup B defines an idempotent 
e = eB = I B 1-1 L g 
gEB 
of A. The algebra eAe is called the double coset algebra (or Hecke algebra) 
of G relative to the subgroup B, over the field Q. It is semisimple and has e 
as its identity element. If D is a (B, B) double coset, let (:3(D) = I B 1-1 LgED g. 
Then (:3(D) E eAe. If Dl , ... , Dm are the distinct (B, B) double cosets then 
(:3(D1), ••• , (:3(Dm) are a basis for eAe over Q. Choose gk E Dk • Then the 
multiplication in eAe is given by 
m 
(:3(Di) (:3(Dj) = L Cijk(:3(Dk ) (4.1) 
k=1 
where 
(4.2) 
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is the number of pairs (x, y) with x E Di , Y E D j such that xy = gk' The 
algebra eAe has a representation of degree 1, denoted ind, with the property 
(4.3) 
Proofs of these assertions appear in [4, 12]. 
Now let K = Fq be a finite field and let G be the n-dimensional affine 
group over K. Let B and Go be as in Section 3. Let Ao = Q[Go] ~ A. Since 
B ~ Go, eAoe is a subalgebra of eAe. If w E Q and D = BwB write 
f3(w) = f3(D). The elements f3(w), WE W, are a basis for eAoe and 
dim eAoe = n! . The elements f3(w), wE 11, are a basis for eAe and dim eAe 
is given in Theorem 3.15. Let f3i = f3(ri). Iwahori has shown [6] that f32 , ... , f3n 
generate eAoe. In fact, if WE Wand lew) = p, and we write W = ri ... ri 1 v 
then f3(w) = f3i ... f3i . In view of the results of §3 one should expect that 
1 • f31 ,f32 , ... , f3n generate eAe. We prove that this is indeed the case. The 
argument is inspired by Iwahori's but is of necessity more elaborate, because 
there are elements f3( w), w E 11, which are not in the semigroup generated by 
f31 , ... , f3n and the identity. Let Zl = 1 and for i ;?; 2 let 
Thus Zi is a subset of Wand I Zi I = i. Since ri , ri-1 , ... , rj are distinct, 
l(riri-} ... rj) = i - j + 1 whenever i ;?; j ;?; 2. 
LEMMA 4.1. Every W E W may be written uniquely in the form W = WI ... Wn 
where Wi E Zi and lew) = l(wl) + ... + l(wn). 
Proof. Let Z = <r2 , ... , rn-1). Arguing by induction, we may assume 
Z = ZI ... Zn-l' The calculation given in [3, p. 465] shows ZZn is stable 
under right multiplication by r2 , ... , r n' Thus W = ZZn = ZI ... Zn. To 
prove the statement about the length, define k(w) = l(wl) + ... + l(wn)· 
Then lew) ~ k(w). Lett be an indeterminate. Since l(riri_l ... rj) = i - j + 1 
we have 
L tl(w) = 1 + t + ... + ti-l. 
WEZi 
Thus 
n L tk(w) = TI (1 + t + ... + t i - 1) = L tl(w), 
weW i~l weW 
where the last equality follows from [5, p. 114, or 10]. Since lew) ~ k(w) we 
conclude lew) = k(w) for all WE W. 
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For i E I, let 1>i = riri_I ... rl . Since ri , ri-I , ... , rl are distinct, 1(1)i) = i. 
Let 
and let 
LEMMA 4.2. Every element wE @ may be written uniquely in the form 
W = WI··· Wn with Wi E @i, and lew) = I(WI) + ... + l(wn). Furthermore, 
M(w) is the set of i E I for which Wi = 1>i • 
Proof· Suppose Wi , 'i E @i and WI ... Wn = '1 ... 'n . From (3.2) we have 
so 1>i * = Si1>i and thus Wi = S~iWi * where 0i = 1 if Wi = 1>i and 0i = 0 
otherwise. Now (3.2) shows that Si centralizes r2 , ••• , ri-I and hence centralizes 
W 2 *, ... , wtI for all i E {3, ... , n}. Thus 
(4.4) 
Similarly, 
(4.5) 
where €i = 1 if ~i = 1>i and €i = 0 otherwise. Since WI ... Wn = '1 ... 'n 
we have WI * ... Wn * = '1 * ... 'n * and since Wi *, 'i * E Zi, it follows from 
Lemma 4.1 that w/ = 'i* for all i E 1. Now comparing (4.4) and (4.5) 
we get 0i = €i for all i E I and thus 
W. = S6,W'* = s'ir.* = r. 1. i 1. i Sz. Sz. • 
This proves uniqueness. To prove the assertion about lew) we apply 
Lemma 5.2 (which does not depend on any of the results in this section) and 
Lemma 4.1. 
lew) ~ mew) + l(w*) 
n n 
= L 0i + L l(wi*) 
n 
= L l(wi). 
i=I 
The reverse inequality is clear. Finally, the assertion about M(w) follows 
from (4.4). 
LEMMA 4.3. If wE Q and W* is the opposition element of W, then wE @. 
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Proof. Let w be the opposition element of W. Lemma 4.1 shows that 
(r2)(r3r2) ... (rnrn_l ••• r2) is the unique element of maximal length in W. 
Thus CPl * ... CPn * = w. Suppose wE Q and w* = w. Then 
w = i 1 ••. inA. * ... A. * 1 n'l-'l 'l-'n 
for some 0i E {O, I}. As in the proof of Lemma 4.2, Si centralizes CP2 *, ... , CPtl 
for all i E {3, ... , n} so w = (S~lCPl *) ... (s~nCPn *). But S~iCPi* = CPi*S1i E rpi which 
completes the proof. 
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose ~ E rp and ~ =1= 1. Then there exists a unique i E I such 
that ~ = ~i~i+1 ... ~n where ~j E rpj for j = i, ... , n and ~i =1= 1. Let w = ri~' 
Then w E rp and 
(i) ~ = riw, 
(ii) l(riw*) > l( w*), 
(iii) l(riw) > l( w), 
(iv) w does not involve Si • 
Proof. Existence is clear. Uniqueness follows from Lemma 4.2. Clearly 
~ = riw. From the definition of rpi we have ri~i E rpi-1 , where we make the 
convention rpo = 1. Thus 
w = (ri~i) ~i+l ..• ~n E rpi-1rpi+l ... rpn C rp. 
Now Lemma 4.2 shows i 1= M(w) so w does not involve Si' If i = 1, then, 
as we have remarked in the proof of Proposition 3.6, l(riw*) > l(w*). If 
i ~ 2 then l(ri~/) = l(~i*) - I and now using Lemma 4.1 we get 
l(riw*) = l(~*) = l(~i*) + ... + l(~n *) 
= 1 + l(ri~i*) + 1(~i'H) + .. , + l(~n *) 
= 1 + l(w*) 
which proves (ii). Finally, (iii) follows from Lemma 4.2. 
THEOREM 4.5. The elements 131 , ... , f3n generate eAe. 
Proof. Let C be the algebra generated by 131 , ... , f3n . It suffices to show 
13m E C for all ~ E Q. We prove first that f3(~) E C for all ~ E rp. Argue by 
induction on l(~*). If l(~*) = ° then ~ = 1 or ~ = r1 and the assertion is clear. 
Assume l(~*) > ° and choose w, ri satisfying the conditions of Lemma 4.4. 
By Proposition 3.6 we have BriBwB = BriwB = B~B. Thus from (4.1) and 
(4.2) we have f3if3(W) = Af3(~) for some nonzero constant A. Thus f3(~) E C and 
we have shown f3(~) E C for all ~ E rp. 
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Now argue f3(~) E C for all ~ E Q by descending induction on l(~*). If ~* is 
the opposition element the assertion follows from Lemma 4.3 and what 
has just been shown. If ~* is not the opposition element choose i E {2,,,., n} 
with l(ri~*) > l(~*). Let w = ri~' Then l(riw*) < l(w*) so Proposition 3.7 
implies 
We do not know that this inclusion is equality or that the double cosets on 
the right are distinct. However we do know that BriBwB is a union of certain 
double cosets on the right, that B~B appears in the union because 1 E B, 
and that B~B is distinct from BwB and BsiwB by Proposition 3.9. Thus by 
(4.1) and (4.2) we have a formula 
where A, fL, v E Q and A =1= O. Since l(w*) > l(~*) we have f3(w) and f3(SiW) E C 
by induction hypothesis and thus f3(~) E C. 
5. LEMMAS ON COXETER SYSTEMS OF TYPE Bn 
The lemmas of this section are used in §6 to construct a presentation for eAe. 
Let E be Euclidean space of dimension n and let e1 '''., en be an orthonormal 
basis for E. Let 
Then L1 is a root system of type Bn [2, p. 202]. We may choose 
as a system of simple roots.2 The corresponding system of positive roots is 
We have shown in Lemma 3.1 that (Q, R) is a Coxeter system of type Bn. 
The canonical representation p : Q -+ GL(E) of Q as a reflection group is 
given by 
p(s) ei = Ai(S) ei , p(w) ei = eWi' 
where S E S, WE W, and Ai(S) = + 1 if i ¢: M(s) while Ai(S) = -1 if i E M(s). 
We identify Q with p(Q). Roots of the form ±ei are called short roots, and the 
others, long roots. The sets of short roots and of long roots are both stable 
2 In [2] the simple roots are chosen to be el - e. , ... , en-l - en, en. This is not 
convenient here since we have (T1T.)4 = 1 and not (rn _1Tn )4. 
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under Q. Note that r1 is the reflection corresponding to the simple root e1 , 
and that ri corresponds to ei - ei-l for i E {2, ... , n}. If w E Q let N(w) be the 
set of ex E L1+ such that wex ¢ L1+, and let new) = I N(w)l. 
LEMMA5.I. (i) l(w)=n(w)forallwEQ. 
(ii) Let j be a subset of I, and let IIJ be the set of simple roots corresponding 
to reflections r, for j E J. Let x, y E Q. If xIIJ C L1+ and y lies in the group 
generated by the r, with j E j, then l(xy) = lex) + ley). 
(iii) If x, Y E Q and l(xy) = lex) + ley) then N(xy) = y-1N(x) u N(y), 
disjoint union. 
Proof. These are known facts about finite reflection groups. For (i) see [6] 
and for (ii) see [10]. In case ley) = 1 (iii) appears in [6] and the general 
assertion follows by induction on ley). 
LEMMA 5.2. If wE Q then lew) ~ mew) + l(w*). 
Proof. It suffices to show (i) the number of long roots in N( w) is at least 
I(w*) and (ii) the number of short roots in N(w) is mew). Argue (i) by induction 
on l( w), the assertion being clear for I( w) = O. If I( w) > 0 choose 
i E I so that I(riw) < l( w) and put ~ = riw. Then Lemma 5.1 gives 
N(w) = ~-IN(ri) U N(~), disjoint union. Suppose i > I. Then ~-IN(ri) is a 
long root. Since ~* = riw* we have I(~*) ~ I(w*) - I. Induction shows that 
N(~) contains at least I(w*) - 1 long roots and we are done. If i = 1 then 
~* = w* so by induction N(~) contains at least I(w*) long roots and hence 
so does N(w). This proves (i). As for (ii) write w = sw where s E S, WE W 
and note wei = sewi so ei E N(w) if and only if wi E M(w). 
Lemma 5.2 fills the gap in the proof of Lemma 4.2. 
LEMMA 5.3. If wE ([) then I(w) = mew) + I(w*). 
Proof. Clear from Lemmas 4.2 and 5.2. 
LEMMA 5.4. A = A-I. 
Proof. From (2.9) we conclude M(w-l ) = (w*)-l M(w) for all w E Q and 
now the assertion follows from the definition of A. 
If k, I E I and k < I let I:k! = {ek , e! - ek, e! , e! + ek}' Then I:k! C L1+ 
and I:k! is a system of positive roots for a root system of type B2 . 
LEMMA 5.5. Let wE Q. Then wE A if and only if N(w) includes no set of 
the form I:k! , 1 ~ k < I ~ n. 
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Proof. If w rt A there exist i,j E M(w) with i < j and (w*)-li < (w*)-lj. 
Let k = (w*)-li and I = (w*)-lj. Then wek = -ei and we! = -ej so 
wEk! = -Eij does not meet ..1+ and thus Ek! C N(w). Conversely, if 
£k! h N(w) then, since w maps short roots into short roots we have wek = -ei 
and wez = -ej for some i,j EI. Since ej - e. = -wee! - ek) E ..1+ we must 
have i <j and (w*)-l i = k < I = (w*)-lj so w ¢=A. 
LEMMA 5.6. If w EA and w = xy where x,y EQ and I(w) = I(x) + I(y) 
then x,y EA. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.1 N(xy) = y-lN(x) U N(y). Apply Lemma 5.5. 
Since N(xy) includes no set £k! the same is true for N(y) and thus yEA. 
Since A = A-I by Lemma 5.4, we have w-1 = y-1x-1 E A. Since 
l(w-1) = l(y-l) + l(x-1) we get X-I E A by what has just been shown, and 
thus x EA. 
LEMMA 5.7. ([J ~ A. 
Proof. Let w E ([J and prove w E A by descending induction on I( w). 
Lemma 4.2 shows that w = <PI ... <Pn is the unique element in ([J of maximal 
length. Since w* is the opposition element of W, wE A by (2.26). This starts 
the induction. If I(w) < 1(<Pl ... <Pn) write w = WI ... Wn where Wi E ([J. for 
all i E I and Wi "* <Pi for some i E 1. Choose i maximal with this property. Say 
Wi = riri_1 ... rj+1 where i ~ j + 1 ~ 2. Let 
Then ~ E ([J and by Lemma 4.2 l(~) = l( w) + 1. Thus ~ E A by induction 
hypothesis. 
Suppose first that j ~ 2. If k > j then the commutation formulas of 
Lemma 3.1 show 
rj<Pk = rkk ... rJ+2)(rJ+lrj)(rj_l ... r1) 
= (rk ... rJ+2)(rjrj+1rj)(rj_l ... r1) 
= (rk ... rj+2)(rj+1rjrj+1)(rj_l ... r1) 
= <PkrJ+l' 
Now applying this remark with k = i + 1, ... , n we get ~ = wri+n-i . Since 
~ E A, Lemma 5.4 implies w E A and we are done. Suppose j = 1. Then 
~* = w* and by Lemma 4.2 M(~) = M(w) u {i}. Suppose k, IE M(w) and 
k < 1. Since ~ E A we have (,*)-1 k > (,*)-11 and since '* = w* we 
conclude w EA. 
In the next lemma we characterize the elements of A in terms of their 
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reduced expressions as words in the generators ri . Let r12 denote the element 
r1r2r1r2 = r2r1r2r1 . Note that N(r12) = L'12' We say that w involves r12 if 
there exist x,y EQ such that w = xr12y and lew) = lex) + 4 + ley). This 
amounts to saying that w may be written in the form w = ri ... r1r2r1r2 ... ri 1 • 
where the number of r's in the word is lew). 
LEMMA 5.8. Let w E Q. Then w E A if and only if w does not involve r12 . 
Proof. Suppose w involves r12 . Write 
w = xr12y where lew) = lex) + 4 + ley). 
Lemma 5.1 implies 
Since N(r12) = L'12 and y-1N(r12) C .1+ the argument of Lemma 5.5 shows 
y-1N(r12) = L'k! for some k < I. Then N(w):J L'k! and Lemma 5.5 shows 
wrf=A. 
Suppose conversely that w rf=A. Then N(w) includes some L'k!' Write 
L' = L'k! . Let 
P = {e1 , e2 - e1 , ... , ek - ek - 1}, 
Q = {ek+1 - ek , ek+2 - ek+1 , ... , e! - e!_1}' 
Then P, Q are disjoint subsets of II. Since ek E N( w) and ek is the sum of the 
roots in P, there exists a root ex in P n N(w). Similarly, since e! - ek E N(w) 
and e! - ek is the sum of the roots in Q, there exists a root f3 in Q n N(w). 
Thus if N( w) - L' contains no simple root we have ex E L' and f3 E L'. This 
forces k = 1 and I = 2. 
We prove that w involves r12 by induction on lew). Since N(w):J L' the 
induction starts with l( w) = 4. If l( w) = 4 then N( w) = L' so N( w) - L' 
contains no simple root and hence k = 1, 1=2. Thus N(w) = L'12' One 
concludes easily that w = r 12 and the assertion is proved. 
Suppose lew) > 4 and that N(w) - L' contains a simple root ex = exi with 
corresponding reflection r = ri . Then l(wr) < lew) and N(w) = rN(wr) u {ex} 
by Lemma 5.1. Since ex rf= N(w) we have L'C rN(wr) and thus rL'C N(wr) C .1+. 
Now arguing as in Lemma 5.5 we have r L' = L'ab for some a, bEl with a < b. 
Lemma 5.5 and the induction hypothesis show that there exist x', y' E Q such 
that wr = x'r12y' and l(wr) = lex') + 4 + ley'). Thus 
lex') + 4 + ley') = l(wr) = lew) - 1 
::::;; lex') + 4 + l(y'r) - 1 
::::;; lex') + 4 + ley'). 
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This forces l(w) = l(x') + 4 + l(y'r) and since w = x'r12 y'r the assertion is 
proved. 
Finally, suppose N(w) - 1: contains no simple root. Then, as we have 
already remarked, k = 1 and I = 2 so that e1 and e2 - e1 are in N( w). Since 
r12e1 = -e1 and r12e2 = -e2 we conclude that xe1 and x(e2 - el) are in LJ+. 
Now setting ] = {I, 2}, Lemma 5.1(ii) shows l(w) = l(x) + 4. Sincew = xr12 
the assertion is proved. 
LEMMA 5.9. Let wE A. Suppose l(riw) > l(w) and riw 1= A. Then there 
exist x, y E Q and a permutation j, k of 1, 2 such that 
(ii) l(w) = l(x) + 3 + l(y) 
(iii) rix = xrk 
(iv) xEA andrixEA 
(v) l(rix) > l(x) 
Proof. Since riw 1= A Lemma 5.8 shows that there exist x, y E Q such that 
riw = xr12 y where l(riw) = l(x) + 4 + l(y). Among all such expressions for 
riw choose one for which l(x) is minimal. Since l(ri ' riw) < l(riw) the 
exchange condition [2, p. 15] shows either (a) there exists x' E Q with 
w = x'r12 y and l(w) = l(x') + 4 + l(y) or (b) there exists y' E Q with 
w = xr12 y' and l(w) = l(x) + 4 + l(y') or (c) there exists a permutationj, k of 
1,2 such that w = xr;7krjy where l(w) = l(x) + 3 + l(y). Since w E A, Lemma 
5.8 shows (c) must be true. Then 
But r12 = rkrjrkrj and thus xrk = rix. Lemma 5.6 shows x EA. If l(rix) < l(x) 
then w = (rix) r12 y where l(w) = l(rix) + 4 + l(y) which is a contradiction 
since wE A. Thus l(rix) > l(x). It remains to prove that rix E A. If rix 1= A 
then Lemma 5.8 shows that there exist x', y' E Q such that rix = x'rI2 y' 
where l(rix) = l(x') + 4 + l(y'). Then riw = x' . r12 • y'r;7krjy where 
l(riw) = l(x) + 4 + l(y) = l(rix) + 3 + l(y) 
= l(x') + 4 + l(y') + 3 + l(y) 
;;" l(x') + 4 + l(y'r;7krjY). 
Since the reverse inequality is clear from the formula for riw we contradict 
the minimality of l(x). 
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LEMMA 5.10. Let M be a semi group with identity. Let Xl"", Xn E M and 
assume that 
if I i - j I ?: 2, 
if i = 2, ... , n - 1. 
J.f W EA and T· .•• T· = W = T· ." T· where i J' EI and p = l(w) then J 2,1 1.1) J1 )1I v' v 
Xil ••• Xiv = Xil ... Xip • 
PTOOf. This differs from the lemma ofIwahori-Matsumoto [8, Theorem 2] 
in that we do not assume Xl X2Xl X2 = X2Xl X2Xl and we do not draw a conclusion 
for all w E Q. However, the technique of argument is the same. Suppose the 
lemma is false and let p > I be the length of a minimal counterexample. Thus 
there exists an element Ti .•• Ti = rj ... Tj E A of length p such that 1 11 1 ~ 
Xi ..• Xi =1= Xj ... Xi • Then il =1= jl by minimality since Lemma 5.6 shows 1 11 1 p 
Ti .•• Tj EA. From the exchange condition one concludes as in [8] that there 
2 v 
exists an integer k with 1 < k < P such that 
T· ••• T· = T· ... r· T· ... T· 32 Jp 2,1 Zk_l ik+l 2. p 4 
Thus 
By minimality of p we have 
If k < P then by minimality of p we have 
and this is a contradiction since by assumption Xi •.. Xi =1= Xj ... Xj • Thus 
1 11 1 11 
k = P and we have shown: If Ti ... ri = Tj •.. Tj is in A and has length p and 1 11 1 11 
x· ... x· =1= x, ... x· then T· T· ... T· = T· T· ... r· is in A and has lengthp 
1.} ip J1 J" J1 1.1 1. 11_ 1 2.1 2.2 zp 
and Xj Xi ... Xi =1= Xi Xi ... Xi • Now apply this remark p times to 
1 1 .p-l 1 2 'J) 
conclude that Tj Ti Tj ... = Ti Tj Ti ... is in A and has length p, and 
111 111 
Xj Xi Xi ..• =1= Xi Xj Xi •.. where all subscripts are alternately i l , iI. Since 111 111 
T1T2T1T2 = T12 = T2T1T2T1 is not in A we cannot have {i1 ,j1} = {I, 2} and thus 
we have contradicted the assumed relations on Xl'"'' Xn • 
6. A PRESENTATION FOR eAe 
In this section we find a presentation for the algebra eAe in terms of the 
generators 131'"'' f3n . The relations which involve only 132 , ... , f3n are just those 
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which Iwahori has found for eAoe. In addition there are some more compli-
cated relations involving (:31 . 
LEMMA 6.1. If wE Q, i E I, and BriBwB = BriwB then 
if BriwB =1= BwB, 
if BriwB = BwE. 
Proof. From (4.1) and (4.2) we have ,8i,8(W) = '\(:3(riw) where the constant,\ 
is given by \ B \ ,\ = \ BriBriw n BwB \. If BriwB =1= BwB then 
Bw C BriBriw n BwB 
C (B u BriB)w n BwB 
C Bw U (BriwB n BwB) = Bw; 
so'\ = 1 and the assertion is proved. If BriwB = BwB, then (:3i,8( w) = '\,8( w) 
and the assertion is proved by applying ind to both sides of the last formula. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let i E I and let qi = ind (:3i' Then (:3i2 = qie + (qi - l),8i . 
Proof. From (4.1) and (4.2) we have ,8i2 = '\e + fL(:3i where 
I B I .\ = I Br iB I 
Thus ,\ = qi and now applying ind to both sides of the formula for (:3l gives 
qi2 = qi + fLqi and thus fL = qi - 1. 
LEMMA 6.3. If k E I then ind (:3(Sk) = qk-l(q - I). 
Proof. Let U' be the subgroup of U generated by the Xii withj =1= k and 
let U" = X 1kX 2k ... Xk-l,k' Then U = U'U". Let H' be the product of 
the H; withj =1= k and let H" = Hk . Then H = H'H". From (2.17), (2.18) 
we see that Sk normalizes U' and from (2.6) that Sk centralizes H'. Thus since H 
normalizes all Xi; we get SkBsk = U'H'(SkU"H"Sk)' If we can prove that 
skU"H"Sk n B = 1 it follows that SkBsk n B = U'H'so \ B : SkBsk n B \ = 
\ U"H" \ = qk-l(q - 1) and we are done. Let a1 , ... , ak-l E K and let b E K*. 
Then using (2.1), (2.2), (2.19), (2.12) and (2.13) we find 
Skxlk(a1) ... xk-l,k(ak-l) hk(b) Sk 
= t1(a1b) ... tk_1(ak_lb) tk(l - b) xlk( -al) ... xk-U ( -ak-l) hk(b). 
If this is in B then b = 1 and a1 = ... = ak-l = O. This completes the proof. 
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Proof. Let D = Br2Br1r2B. Since r2B ~ Br2U2 by Lemma 3.5 and r1 = S1 
normalizes U2 by (2.18) we have 
Now the double cosets Br2r1r2B and Br1r2r1B are equal to their inverses, while 
Br1r2B is not, since r1r2 , r2r1 are distinct elements of II. Thus 
From (4.1), (4.2) it follows that we have 
where 1 B 1 ,\ = 1 Br2Br2r1r2 n Br1r2B 1 and 1 B 1 p. = 1 Br2Br1r2r1 n Br1r2B I· 
Now 
Br1r2 ~ Br2Br2r1r2 n Br1r2B 
~ (B u Br2B) TIT2 n BT1r2B 
~ Br1r2 U (D n BTlr2B) = BT1r2 • 
Thus ,\ = 1. Since r2 and r1r2 are distinct elements of II, we have 
Br 2B # Br lr 2B and now Proposition 3.6 and Lemma 6.1 give f3(r lr 2) = 131132 . 
Similarly we get f3(r1r2r1) = 131132131 . Thus our formula becomes 
Apply ind to both sides. From Lemma 6.3 we have ind 131 = q - 1 and 
ind f3(r2r1r2) = ind f3(S2) = q(q - 1). From Iwahori's work [6] we know 
ind 132 = q. Thus 
q2(q _ 1) = q(q - 1) + p.q(q - 1)2 
and this gives p. = 1, which completes the proof. 
Proof. Since r2r1r2 = S2 , Proposition 3.6(i) shows BrlBr2rlr2B = Bs1s2B. 
But BS1S2B = Bs2B = Br2r1r2B by Lemma 3.3. Now Lemmas 6.1 and 6.3 
yield the first equality in the present lemma. Since the algebra eAe has an 
antiautomorphism which maps f3(w) to f3(w-1) for all w E Q the first equality 
implies the second. 
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THEOREM 6.6. Let X be the associative Q-algebra with identity 1 having 
generators Xl'"'' xn and defining relations 
X l
2 
= (q - 1) . 1 + (q - 2) Xl , 
i = 2, ... , n, 
XI X2XI X2 = (q - 1)(x2xlx2 + X2XI ) - XI X2XI , 
X2XI X2XI = (q - 1)(x2xlx2 + XI X2) - XI X2XI , 
i = 2, ... , n - 1, 
XiXj = XjXi' 1 i - j 1 ~ 2. 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
Then there exists an isomorphism if; : X -+ eAe such that if;(xi) = f3i . 
Proof. It suffices to show (i) that f31 , ... , f3n satisfy the above relations with 
Xi replaced by f3i and 1 replaced bye, and (ii) that dim X :( 1 A I. For (i) shows 
that there exists a homomorphism if; : X -+ eAe such that if;(xi) = f3i which is 
surjective by Theorem 4.5. Thus dim eAe :( dim X. Theorem 3.15 shows 
dim eAe = 1 A 1 and now (ii) implies dim X = 1 A 1 and we are done. 
It is shown in [6] that f32 , ... , f3n satisfy the relations (6.2), (6.5) and also (6.6) 
if both i, j ~ 2. Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3 show (6.1) is satisfied. If j ~ 2 then 
BrlBrjB = BrIrjB by Proposition 3.6. Since rj ,rlrj are distinct elements of A 
the double cosets BrlrjB and BrjB are distinct. Thus Lemma 6.1 shows 
f3If3j = f3(rIrj). Similarly f3jf31 = f3(r1'1). If j ~ 3, rIrj = r1'1 • Thus (6.6) is 
satisfied. Finally, (6.3) and (6.4) are satisfied in view of Lemmas 6.4, 6.5 and 
(6.1). 
If wE A define few) E X as follows. If lew) = p write w = ri ... ri where 
1 " iv EI and putf(w) = Xi ... Xi . We agree thatf(l) = 1. Lemma 5.10 shows 
1 " thatf(w) depends only on wand not on its expression as a word in rl , ... , rn' 
We prove that the elements f (w), w E A, span X as Q-space and hence 
dim X :( 1 A I. For p = 0, 1, 2, ... letF(p) denote the subspace of X spanned 
by allf(w) where wEA and lew) :(p. Thus F(p)CF(p+ 1). Let (Sp) 
denote the assertion that Xi ... Xi E F(p) for all iv E 1. We prove (S p) by 
1 " induction on p and this completes the proof of the theorem. Since 
1 = f(l) EF(O) and Xi = f(ri) EF(I) both (So) and (S1) are true. Assume 
(So), .. ·, (Sp) are true and let i, i1 , ... , ip E 1. We must prove XiXi ... Xi 
1 " EF(p + 1). By induction Xi ... Xi is a linear combination of elementsf(w) 
1 " 
where lew) :( p so it suffices to show that x;j(w) EF(p + 1) whenever i EI 
and lew) :( p. By the induction hypothesis we may assume lew) = p. We 
separate three cases: 
(i) Suppose l(r;w) < lew). Let ,= riw. Then lew) = 1m + 1. 
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Lemma 5.6 shows' ELi and by definition we havef(w) = xJm. Then (6.1) 
and (6.2) show 
xJ(w) = (qi . 1 + (qi - 1) xi)fm = qJm + (qi - l)f(w) 
is inF(p) CF(p + 1). 
(ii) Suppose l(riw) > lew) and riw EA. Then xJ(w) = f(riw) is in 
F(p + 1). 
(iii) Suppose l(riw) > lew) and riw 1= A. Then the hypotheses of 
Lemma 5.9 are satisfied. Thus there exist x, y E Q and a permutation j, k 
of 1, 2 such that the conditions (i)-(v) of Lemma 5.9 are satisfied. From 
(iii)-(v) of Lemma 5.9 we get 
xJ(x) = f(ri x) = f(xrk) = f(x) Xk 
and from (i), (ii) of Lemma 5.9 we get 
few) = f(x) xhxd(y) 
Now (6.3) and (6.4) imply 
xJ(w) = f(x) XkXjXkXd(y) 
= (q - l)f(x) X2X1X2f(y) + (q - l)f(x) xjxd(y) 
- f(x) X1X2Xd(y)· 
The first and third terms in the sum are in F(p) and the middle term is in 
F(p - 1) so the induction is complete. 
PROPOSITION 6.7. If w EA write w = ri ... ri where lew) = p and let 
1 '" (3' (w) = {3i ... {3i . Then (3' (w) depends only on wand the elements (3' (w), w E A, 
1 '" 
are a basis for eAe over Q. 
Proof. (3'(w) = if;(f(w». 
We thus have two distinguished bases for eAe, the elements (3( w) and the 
elements (3'(w), wE A. These bases are indeed distinct, as one sees from the 
formula in Lemma 6.4. It seems hard to express the elements (3'(w) as linear 
combinations of the elements (3(w). However, we can prove 
PROPOSITION 6.8. If' E (J> then {3'm = {3m. 
Proof. Write, = '1 ... 'n where 'i E (J>i and argue by induction on 1m. 
If 1m = 0 the assertion is clear. If 1m > 0 choose riw as in Lemma 4.4. 
Proposition 3.6 shows BriBwB = BriwB. Since wE (J> and lew) < 1m, 
induction gives (3'(w) = (3(w). Lemma 5.7 shows (J> C A so BwB =1= BriwB 
and then Lemma 6.1 implies {3m = (3i{3(W) = (3i{3'(W) = {3'm· 
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PROPOSITION 6.9. If wE fP then ind fi(w) = (q - I)m(w) ql(w*). 
Proof. Write w = WI ... Wn where Wi E fPi . Lemma 4.4 shows 
so by Proposition 6.8 fi(w) = fi(WI) ... fi(wn). Say Wi = ri ... ri where 
i ):; j ):; 1. Then ind fi(Wi) = ind fii ... ind fii' Now ind fil = q - 1 and 
ind (3i = q for i ):; 2, so the assertion of the proposition is proved with W 
replaced by Wi' Now Lemma 3.4 shows m(w) = m(wI) + ... + m(wn) and 
Lemma 4.1 shows l(w*) = l(wi*) + ... + l(wn *). Thus 
n n 
indfi(w) = IT ind(3(wi) = IT (q - lr(wilql(wi*l = (q _l)m(wlq'(w*l. 
Since W k fP, the conclusions of Propositions 6.8 and 6.9 apply to elements 
of W. These are theorems of Iwahori about eAoe. Since m(w) = 0 for w E W 
we have ind (3( w) = ql(W). 
Theorem 6.6 allows us to determine the I-dimensional representations of 
eAe. 
PROPOSITION 6.10. The algebra eAe has three representations of degree 1: 
ind = Al , A2 , Aa where 
A1«(3I) = q - 1, 
A2«(3I) = q - 1, 
Aa«(3I) = -1, 
A1«(3i) = q 
A2«(3i) = -1 
Aa«(3i) = -1 
if 
if 
if 
i ):; 2, 
i ):; 2, 
i ):; 2. 
Proof. The existence of these representations follows at once from the 
presentation of Theorem 6.6. We must show that there are no others. From 
(6.1), (6.2) we see that if A is a representation of degree 1 then A«(3I) = -lor 
A«(3I) = q - 1. Since the restriction of A to eAoe is a representation of eAoe, 
I wahori's results show that either A«(3i) = q for all i ):; 2 or A«(3i) = -1 for 
all i ):; 2. Finally, one cannot have A«(3I) = -1 and A«(32) = q since this 
contradicts (6.3). 
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